
11.0 FIRE COMBAT
General Rule:
During the Reciprocal Fire Phases, both Players may fire all, some or none of their eligible units by alternately
firing one unit at a time until all desired, permissible fire has been executed in accordance with the Fire Procedure
and the Fire Combat rules. In addition, during any Phase,'a unit may immediately fire at an Enemy unit which is
within its Minimum Range Fire Zone if that enemy unit attempts to change its Facing, Formation, Passby movement
or Shock Combat action against a friendly unit within the zone of the Minimum Fire Range Zone unless exempted
by the rules of Fire Combat.

t11.101 General Procedure

t11. 111 Regardless of when Fire Combat occurs, each eligible unit must fire separately unless in square. If in square
formation, all the infantry is grouped as one fire and the artillery on a per battery fire combat. When a unit fires,
it is considered to be executing a Fire attack. To execute a Fire attack, a Player must identi$ which of his units
is firing and which Enemy unit is the target. The Fire Routine is then used to resolve the fire of each of the
attacking units, and any result is applied to the target via a morale check or other event.

lll.l2l There is no special procedure or sequence required to resolve Fire attacks which occur during the Reciprocal

Fire Phases or during any other permissible time for Fire Combat.

[11.13] The number of times a unit may execute a Fire attack during a Player turn or Phase is unlimited. But, if

the unit fire attacks more than once during a Phase, each consecutive fire attack is reduced in effect upon each

succeeding target unit. See 11.87.

[11.14] Terrain between the Firing unit and the target can reduce or prevent fire combat.

[11.15] Fire Routine for Artillery
Step 1: The attacking Player decides which Enemy unit is the target and determines if the target is a Massed

or Linear (See Formations 8.0, 9.0 and 11.60) target.

Step 2: Determine if Roundshot or shot will be fired at the target. Mark off the ammunition used on the

roster (see xx.xx). If not predetermined, the default is Roundshot or common Shell.

Step 3: Roll a percentage die set to generate a random value.

Step 4: The players measure the distance between the units to determine range in inches. While measuring,

determine the angle for all cannon in the battery. All cannon must be able to bear on the target (See 11.40).

Step 5: Determine the correct Fire Chart row to use. A player must prehetermine the type of shot..ie
Roundshot (RS), shot, shell or other special shot. The artillery Fire Charts are by poundage of the cannon
and what the choice was for type of shot: Roundshol, shot, shell or Special shot.

Step 6: Travel horizontal along the Firing Chart row till the number equal to the number of cannon firing

is located. From that point, travel vertically down the column to the Firing Class percentage numbers.

Step 7: Determine the Firing Class for the firing unit. Firing Class information is located under each

nationality in the National Characteristics Rules. The Firing Classes are Class A, B and C.

Step 8: Within the Firing Class lines are two target classifications; Massed and Linear target. Step 1 above

determined the type of target so travel horizontal along the percentage numbers till you cross index with the

same column from Step 5. This percentage value is the BASE PERCENT to hit the target and remove one
or more figures.

Step 9: Factor the base percent value by the Fire Combat Modifiers found on the Fire Chart. Each modifier
is applied to the base percent value to determine the MODIFIED BASE PERCENT value. (See 11.70). The
final fractional is always raised to the next whole number percentage (10.2% is rounded tp to lI%).



Step 10: If the random value generated from the die roll (step 3), adjusted by the fire combat modifiers, is

equal to or less than the modified base percent value from Step 9, a figure(s) is hit and laid sidewards to

reflect the loss to the other player (See 11.70). A roll of 1 percent (01) is always a hit.

Step 11: Determine if an Enemy officer was attached to the unit when the fire combat result was applied to

the unit. For each figure hit there is a5% chance that the officer figure was also hit. Roll a percentage die

set to determine if the officer was hit. Anytime a 1 or 100 percent (01, 00) are rolled there is automatically

a sequence found in the Random Officer hit rules (14.62) to determine effect .and creates a roll on the

random officer hit chat (see xx.xx).

[11.16] Fire Routine for Infantry or Cavalry units
Step 1: The attacking Player decides which Enemy unit is the target and determines if the target is a Massed

or Linear (See Formations 8.0, 9.0 and 11.60) target.

Step 2: Roll a percentage die set to generate a random value.

Step 3: The players measure the distance between the units to determine range in inches. While measuring,

determine the number of figures which can fire within the angle of fire and range. (See 11.40).

Step 4: Determine the correct Fire Chart row to use. (See 11.50).

Step 5: Travel horizontal along the Firing Chart row till the number equal to the number of figures firing

is located. From that point, travel vertically down the column to the Firing Class percentage numbers.

Step 6: Determine the Firing Class for the firing unit. Firing Class information is located under each

nationality in the National Characteristics Rules. The Firing Classes are Class A, B and C.

Step 7: Withinthe Firing Class lines are two target classifications; Massed and Linear target. Step 1 above

determined the type of target so travel horizontal along the percentage numbers till you cross index with the

same column from Step 5. This percentage value is the BASE PERCENT to hit the target and remove one

or more figures.

Step 8: Factor the base percent value by the Fire Combat Modifiers found on the Fire Chart. Each modifier

is applied to the base percent value to determine the MODIFIED BASE PERCENT vaiue. (See 11.70). The

final fractional is always raised to the next whole number percentage (10.2% is rounded up to 1l%).

Step 9: If the random value generated from the die ro11 (step 2), adjusted by the fire combat modifiers, is

equal to or less than the modified base percent value from Step 8, a figure(s) is hit and laid sidewards to

reflect the loss to the other player (See 11.70). A roll of 1 percent (01) is always a hit.

Step 1,0: Determine if an Enemy officer was attached to the unit when the fire combat result was applied to

the unit. For each figure hit there is a 5% chance that the officer figure was also hit. Roll a percentage die

set to determine if the officer was hit. Anytime a 1 or 100 percent (01,00) are rolled there is automatically

a sequence found in the Random Officer hit rules (14.62) to determine effect and creates a roll on the

random officer hit chart (see xx.xx).



[lf .20] Restrictions on Fire Combat

IlI.2ll A unit is never required to fire. A permissible Fire attack is always executed at the option of the Player who
J controls the eligible unit.

Ill.22l Only artillery batteries which are "crewed" and unlimbered are eligible to fire during the Reciprocal
Artillery Fire Phase. Only infantry or cavalry formations are eligible during the Reciprocal Infantry Fire Phase. In
addition, both infantry, cava7ry and artillery unit formations are eligible to fire at an Enemy unit within the
Minimum Range Fire Zone if: That Enemy unit attempts to change Facing, Formation, Passby movement or Shock
Combat against a friendly unit within the zone of the Minimum Fire Range Zone unless exempted by the rules of
Fire Combat.
Ul.23l The following unit type or formations may never fire:

1) Command headquarter bases
2) Morale disordered Cavalry units
3) Cavalry in "state of Charge or declared charge"
4) Routing morale status units
5) Units without available ammunition
6) Limbered artillery batteries
7) Artillery crews
8) All train units

llLz41Only the front rank of formed figures may execute a Fire attack. Skirmish (open) order figure fire the single
rank screen formation (see 11.27). However, there are three exceptions to this rule;

a. Infantry squares count all the figures then divide by three (3). Round up to the next whole number.

Artillery batteries placed within a square formation count 1/3 their camon, rounded up to next

whole number.
b. Units defending enclosed buildings count all figures but fire as a morale disordered firer. c,r 7!r/tx+,ti.{ !
c. Units manned a redoubt defensive position count all figures within the redoubt. Artillery batteries

garrisoning a redoubt must fire within their arc of fire.
d. Any regimental artillery attached executes fire attacks with the infantry battalion.

Ill.25l A unit may only fire once during the Reciprocal Fire Phases. During any other Phase, a unit may fire as

often as targets present themselves with a modified effect (see 11.80).

I1l .26l A unit cannot fire at a target unit it cannot observe (exception Howitzerl mortar indirect fire 11.50).

Consequently, the Facing of a unit determines the firing arc and zone.

[L1,.27] A close order infantry or cavalry formationunit's figure strength may never be divided for Fire Combat
purposes. If the Unit has figures deployed in skirmish (open) order, the unit may fire the close order formation and

the skirmish (open) order figures as two (2) separate Fire Attacks. A unit's current figure or cannon strength is

always used for Fire Combat purposes. Light company skirmish (open) order figures deployed from close order
infantry battalions fire as tempora.ry converged unit unless there is a gap of 4" or greater in the skirmish (open)

order formation screen. Light battalion or Cavalry figures deployed in skirmish (open) order formation fire as one

unit.

[11.2S] Only one target per Fire attack can be engaged by Fire. A maximum of two (2) artillery batteries can fire

upon the same target unless NO OTHER POSSIBLE TARGET IS AVAILABLE within range. A infantry square

or terrain feature target is considered one target even if more than one unit makes up the square or building
garrison.

t11,.291The Command morale radius given by officer figures has no effect on ability or eligibility to fire. Artillery

officers attached to a qualified battery or unbroken base to base contact string of qualified artillery batteries increase

the Fire attack effectiveness and allow directed fire in exception to rule 11.28 above.

111.301 Fire Zones

[1 1.31] Any unit which is capable of Fire Combat projects an Fire Zone out to the limit of observation and range
limitation of the weapon used.

[11.32] There are five (5) fire zones for artillery batteries. They are: Minimum Range Fire Zone, Shot Zone,
Normal Roundshot Zone, Maximum Roundshot Zone and shellfire zone.



Minimum Range Fire Zone extends out for all non siege artillery from 0" to 4". Siege artillery has no
Minimum Range Fire Zone.
Shot Zone is the range for shot found on the Weapon Range chart (see 11.xx). The actual maximum range

varies 6" to 10" based upon what poundage type of cannon is fired. The minimum range is 0".
Normal Roundshot Zone overlaps the Shot Zone and extends outward depending upon the poundage of the
cannon. The minimum range is 0".
Maximum Roundshot Zone continues the Normal Roundshot Zone outward to the maximum effective range
for the cannon poundage. The fire attack effect is reduced.
Shellfire Zone has a minimum range of 6-7", where no fire attacks can be made, outward to the maximum
effective range based upon the type of shell. All shellfire attacks instigatedbeyond 15" use a special accuracy
table.

111.331 Rocket artillery batteries have only two (2) fire Zones. They are: Minimum Range Fire Zone and Rocket
Zone.

Minimum Range Fire Zone extends out for all non siege artillery from 0" to 4". Siege artilleryhas no
Minimum Range Fire Zone.
Rocket Zone has no minimum range. It extends outward to the maximum effective range based upon the
type of rocket. All rocket Fire attacks must use the special (rocket) accuracy table.

I1l.34l A11 Formed infantry units have two (2) Fire Zones. They are: Minimum Range Fire Zone and Maximum
Range Fire Zone.

Minimum Range Fire Zone extends from 0" to 2" fot muskets/Bows and 0" to5lEgl& 3" for Rifles.
Minimum Range Fire Zone uses the normal 2 rank,3 rank or square firing horizontal row Fire Chart lines
unless the unit is morale disordered [15.60]. Other weapons such as carbines, blunderbuss, spears, javelins,
pistols etc. have their Minimum and Maximum Range Fire zones noted on the Weapon Range Chart [11.xx].
Maximum Range Fire Zone extends from beyond the minimum Range Fire Zone runge to the maximum
range of the infantryman's musket (4") or rifle (5-6"). All Infantry Maximum Range Fire attacks use the
Maximum Range/ Disordered Fire Chart Line.

111.351 All mounted close order cavalry have two (2) Fire Zones. They are: Minimum Range Fire Zone and
Maximum Range Fire Zone.

Minimum Range Fire Zone extends from 0" to 1" for carbines, 0" to 2' for muskets (Dragoon regiments)
or Bows and 0" to 2 ll2" or 3" for mounted Rifles. Minimum Range Fire Zone always use the mounted
cavalry Fire Chart line unless morale disorder. Other weapons such as carbines, blunderbuss, spears,
javelins, pistols etc. have their Minimum and Maximum Range Fire zones noted on the Weapon Range Chart

[xx.xx].
Maximum Range Fire Zone extends from beyond the minimum Range Fire Zone runge to the maximum
range of the cavalryman's weapon. A11 Cavalry Maximum Range Fire attacks use the Maximum
Range/Disordered Fire Chart Line.
Note: Morale disordered close order cavalry cannot use firepower 11.23

tl 1 .361 All Infantry in Morale Disorder status comply with the fire zones under 1 1 .23 and ll .24 above except for
that the Morale Disordered Fire Chart Line is utilized. In addition, all units within a Class I, II or III building utilize
the Morale Disordered Fire Chart Line. Units in all other terrain features use the normal Fire Chart Lines
determined by the unit formation and type.
Ill.37l All Skirmish open order unformed infantry or mounted cavalry units have two (2) Fire Zones but use the
same Fire Chart Line. They are: Minimum Range Fire Zone and Maximum Range Fire Zone.

Minimum Range Fire Zone extends from 0" to 2" for muskets and 0" to 2 ll2" or 3" for Rifles. Minimum
Range Fire Zone uses the Skirmish Fire Chart Line. Other weapons such as carbines, blunderbuss, bows,
spears, javelins, pistols etc. have their Minimum and Maximum Range Fire zones noted on the Weapon
Range Chart [xx.xx].
Maximum Range Fire Zone extends from beyond the minimum Range Fire Zone range to the maximum



range of the infantryman's musket (4") or rifle (5-6"). All skirmish infantry or mounted cavalry Fire attacks
still use the Skirmish Fire Chart Line.

t11.401 Eligibility to Fire Combat
For units to Fire Combat they must pass four (4) tests; Target within the firing angle, Field of Fire, Hierarchy
of Target selection and ability to see the target..ie Line of Sight.
[11.4U For Formed, close order Infantry or Cavalry, the angle of fire is 22' from the frontal face of the unit.
Employ the Firing Angle tool to determine which of the following apply and the result:

Place the Firing Angle tool at either frontal face corner of the unit. If part of the enemy unit is
within the angle then determine the number of figures within the 22' angle and range chart line
(minimum or Maximum) used. The minimum number of figures able to fire is I/2 of the unit's
figure strength rounded up.

b. If the unit is in square formation or a building terrain feature, the entire unit can fire if part of the
target unit is within measured range from any frontal square formation face or the model walls of
the building. Units in square or building have 360' fire attack facing. For square formations, divide

c\.^ the total figure count in the square by 3, rounding any fraction up to the next whole number. The

NSno#^ - numeral result is limited by the actual number of figures which can fire based upon a. case above
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Measure each figure in the open order (skirmish) to any enemy unit target within weapon range.
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lIl.42l For Artillery, the angle of fire is22' fromthe frontal face of the unit. Employ the Firing Angle tool to
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determine if the artillery battery has angle to Firgagack.
a. Place the Firing Angle tool onffikfrontal face corner points. From ggg!

futn€ffii€rderpotrdlcfth4enemy ta.rget unit is within the firing angle.
corner check if the

ry.
is withi "Ue"withiTfthraqgktrut atleast2 enemy
figures must be within glgg1:Fbt or overlap friendly figures.
A clear interval equal to the width of the battery frontal frontage must be obtainable from the battery
to the facing front of the target formation (unit). This rule is waived under section 11.80 fire
combat situations.
For artillery placed within a square formation, divide the cannon total by 3, rounding up fractions.
For angle of fire, use the corners of the square. The angle of fire is 360' all around the square
formation.

Ill.43l No friendly figures can be within the Fire Zone between the firing unit and the target unit. Trace a path

equal to the firing unit's frontal face width between the firing unit and the target. If friendly figures are within this
zone path then fire is blocked. Note: For formed infantry and cavalry, the firing unit frontal face width is equal to
the width of the number of figures firing. Artillery uses the entire frontal face base width. Skirmish (open) order
formation is based upon the ratio of 2" per figure to determine the frontal face width.

Ul.44l The Hierarchy of Target Selection determines which enemy targets have priority over player target selection.

b.



The Hierarchy of Target Selection is:

For Infantry and Cavalry units:
a.
b.
c. Player's selection.

For Artillery unitsl

^. 
Enemy unit attempting frontal face Shock Combat against the firing artillery battery.

b. Any enemy artillery battery if under the influence of Counterbattery A or B effect (see 11.76 or
11.71).

c. Supportive fire (11.80) against enemy units Shocking friendly units or Passby Fire (11.80).

d. The target unit hasn't been fired upon by more than 2 artlllery batteries in total. Attached artillery
officers waive this rule.

e. Nearest formed, close order formation enemy unit to frontal facing center point if within 4".
f. Player's selection.

[11.45] Line of Sight rules
In general, a unitwhich cannot be observed cannot be fired upon. (Exception: see 11.50). See the Line of Sight
(LOS) rules under Terrain xx.xx. for specific LOS rules.

t11.461 Artillery batteries may engage enemy units behind a open order skirmisher formation if allowed under the
hierarchy of Target Selection (11.44). The skirmisher reduces the Fire Combat effect against the screened target

unit(s) (1/3) and suffers no possible figure casualties.

[11.50] Indirect Fire
Only artillery batteries with howitzers or mortars have a indirect fire capabilities. There are two (2) indirect artillery
Fire system capabilities; the general system use by almost all nations and the Prussian system.

[11.51] a. The General system permits the howitzer or mortar battery (or cannon within a battery structure

[11.43]) to Fire attack INTO a blocking terrain feature (see xx.xx) but not on the OTHER SIDE
of the terrain feature. The banery may not actually see (per LOS rule xx.xx) the target unit but can
Line of Sight the terrain feature. Note; Town building models are considered one terrain feature for

this rule.
b. The Prussian svstem allows Prussian regular artillery batteries, not Landwehr or militia rated, to

use "blind area indirect fire" BEHIND a blocking terrain feature. These batteries can fire into a
terrain feature and also Fire attack a target unit in clear groued but behind the terrain feature.

Lll.szl To determine terrain features for indirect fire, group similar or "stacked" terrain as one feature if
"occupying the same area" on the tabletop. For example; a Town placed upon a hill would be one terrain feature
while a hill with a woods behind would be two terrain features adjacent.

[11.53] Some artillery batteries were equipped entirely with Howitzers or mortars. In addition, many nations had

artillery batteries with 1 to 2 howitzers within the battery's organizational structure. The number of howitzer or
mortars within a artillery battery organizational structure is noted on the Ammunition Supply Chart xx.xx by nation.

[1 1.54] The artillery battery using indirect Fire attack has the fire effect percentage reduced per the modifier located

on the Artillery Fire Chart and the Shell/Rocket Accuracy table is automatically consulted at any range to target.

U1.551 English artillery batteries firing with shrapnel shell may use the Prussian system to engage targets behind
a terrain feature as per 11.41b. English howitzer or mortar batteries follow the General system.

) tl1.561 Rocket Fire attacks canfi use indirect Fire.

111.571 Militia rated artillery crews cannot use indirect Fire.

Enemy unit attempting frontal face Shock Combat against the firing infantry or cavalry unit.
Nearest formed, close order formation enemy unit to frontal facing center point.ot-"'fir.4 r.dcr *r** *t tl'



[11.60] Target Categorizationl Massed vis Linear

tl 1.611 There are two target categories found on the Fire Combat Charts. They are; Massed and Linear.
a. Massed: Any formation that has more than 1 rank of figures directly behind each other. This

includes;
1. Cavalry or infantry in Column forrnation
2. All infantry squares
3. Limbered artillery batteries
4. All Train units
5. Artillery placed within squares Ul.62l
6. Massed artillery batteries [11.63]
7 . Enfiladed Cavalry or infantry units [11.64]
8. Units without 1" gap between "ranks of figures" [11.65]
9. Units placed within buildings or redoubts
10. Target within 1" for infantry Fire attacks 111.661

b. Linear: Any formation with 1 rank of figures..ie Line formation and all skirmish (open) order
formations;
1. Unlimbered artillery not positioned as massed artillery tl1.631
2. Uncrewed artillery batteries to artillery fire
3. All skirmisher (open) order formations
4. Linear formations with 1" gap between unit and unit behind

Il1.62l All artillery batteries placed into a square formation are considered a massed infantry type target for possible
loss of crew figures from infantry fire attack or cannon loss from artillery fire attack.

[11.63] Artillery batteries place adjacent base to base or placed into a high density positioning may become
categorized as a massed target. To determine if a massed battery, draw a radius of 6" around the subject artillery
battery, measuring from the battery base edge. Count all the cannon within each battery base or partial base found
within the 6" radius. Add the number of cannon within the subject artillery battery to the radius number. If the
result is 17+ cannon, that battery is a massed artillery target. Several batteries within an area could become massed
targets as each battery is individually tested per the above rule.
UI.64l Any unit fired upon subject to one of the two following may suffer enfilade fire and is categorized as a
massed target. Only linear multi-figure formations can be enfilade targets.

a. Infantry or Cavalry: The line of fire passes through both end flanks of the line formation and the
firing unit is outside of the target unit's22' fire zone.

b. Artillery batteries: The line of fire passes through both end flanks of the forward frontal 1" of the
artillery battery's base and the firing unit is outside of the target unit's 22' fire zone.

Note: Single figure unils, headquarter bases or skirmish (open) order formations cannot be enfilade.

[11.65] By the placement of figures, if no gap of 1" exists between two units then both units are a massed target.
For example; Two units are in linear line formation. There is only a 112" gap between the figure bases of
the formations. Both units would be a massed target if fired upon from any direction. If a 1" or more gap r-.:
between the figure bases was present, then they are a linear target unless enfilade. 6tp-oai-ar4 }"pi'*rc$ iru.rori

[11.66] All infantry or cavalry Fire attacks executed aI L" range or less automaticallyuse the Massed target line.
A minimum of ll2 of the infantry unit counts withinthe 1" range even if the figures are outside this 1" range to
ta"rget. Additional figures above ll2 strength must be within the 1" range to allow the unit to count them towards
the Fire attack. In some s, an improved fire can be given if all figures within minimum fire range are counted and
not just the figures within 1" range.

[11.70] Effect of Fire Combat
[11.71] The MODIFIED BASE PERCENT value determines the percent (%) chance that the target unit will lose
a figure from the Fire attack (exception: 11.74). A percentage value greater than lO0% gives a automatic one (1)
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figure loss to the target unit and the possibility to lose additional figures. For illustration, a 140% Modified Base

Fire attack means 1 figure is lost and a chance of 40% towards a second figure in the target unit.

Ill.72l Whenever a unit's figure, cannon or train material strength is reduced by Fire Combat, an Morale check

is required (see 15.0). Rocket Fire attacks have special rules for morale checks. See Appendix xx.xx for Fire attacks
performed by these units.
tl1.i3l A player side adjusts the MFP level one point per figure loss or 5 points per battery/train loss. See 15.85

for the procedure to adjust the MFP level.

IlI.74l When a artillerybattery Fire attacks againsta enemy artillerybattery or trainunit, the Fire attackcauses

the loss of cannon or train material in lieu of the artillery battery crew figure. Place a cannon loss marker against

the battery base. Subsequent additional cannon or train material losses change the loss markers. All infantry or

cavalry small arm Fire attacks against a artillery battery or train unit cause the loss of the actual crew figure(s).

t11.751 Whenever a artillery battery or train unit suffers a loss from an Artillery Fire attack, the Artillery/train

Critical Hit Table is consulted (See xx.xx). Roll a 6D once and match the die roll to the Artillery Critical Hit first

section. Perform the indicated results against the target artillery battery or train unit. If a 6 is rolled, consult the

second Artillery Critical Hit table section for results. Shellfire and rocket Fire attacks add *1 to each roll on the

Artillery/train Critical Hit Table.

11l.76l Counterbattery A means the target battery must complete one of the following to remove the

Counterbattery A marker:
a. Remain unlimbered and Fire attack at any enemy artillery battery when the artillery battery conducts

it's next Fire attack.
b. Change facing (pivoting) while remaining in position to engage enemy artillery on next Reciprocal

Arti l lery Fire Phase.
Remain silent on the next Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase.

If moved from position, limber up the artillery battery and move a full move towards the rear area.

The battery must remain in a limbered formation'

Limbered artillery batteries or train units must retire one full move to rear area or remain limbered

in olace.

c.
d.

e.

Il1.77l Counterbattery B means the target battery must complete one of the following to remove the

Counterbattery B marker:
a. Remain unlimbered and Fire attack at a enemy artillery battery when the artillery battery conducts

it's next Fire attack.
b. Change facing (Pivoting) while remaining in position mandatory Fire attack against enemy artillery

on next Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase.
c. Fire upon enemy artillery during the next Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase or lose one ammunition

round (RS or ).
d. If moved from position, limber up the artillery battery and move a full move towards the rear area.

The battery must remain in a limbered formation.
e. Limbered artillery batteries or train units must retire one full move to rear area or remain limbered

in place.

Counterbattery A or B markers are removed once the above requirements has been met. Counterbattery B marker

do not change over to a counterbattery A marker once the B requirement has-been met but are removed.

,* b,ofi &*4.B,a,a"* f e* rt a* .
t11 .781 Multiple units within a square formatioffhave the unit with $e highest current CMR value suffer all figure

or cannon loss till another unit equais the reduced unit's CMR valuflf a unit is completely destroyed, then remove

.-figures from the next highest CMR unit. Artillery fired at w"hile in a sguarq formation suffer {ull damager,Il rece$:s

*tr defensive dispersemJnt modifier.('ne@*lbrrii "rytrT
l1l3gl The decision as to which figure is removed from Fire attack is up to the owning player per 11.78. The

figure can come from ANY part of the owning unit and is not required to be_wilhinl[gFire Zone of the enemy unit
which Fire attacked. By convention, light (voltiguer type) skirmish figuresd#lfilYr{nfline battalion's formation are
removed when the battalion reaches the 50% loss level. They cannot be individually removed unless deployed away
from the parent line battalion. For artillery batteries, it is assumed the howitzer(s) piece is destroyed first.
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Regimental artillery crew figure is removed when the battalion is reduced to 50% or less strength.

t11.801 Opportunity Fire, Final Shock Combat Fire, Passby Fire, Supportive Defensive Fire and Multiple Fire
Attacks in same Phase
Opportunity Fire attacks are created by the action of changing Facing, changing Formation or attempting to go

by the firing unit's frontal face flank Fire zone angle within the Minimum Range Fire Zone (see 11.30) of a enemy
unit. Final Shock Combat Fire is given when the Shock attack is conducted in the Shock Combat Phase against each
frontal shocking unit.

[11.81] Anytime a enemy formation changes Facing or Formation within a the Minimum Range Fire Zone, the non-
phasing player may elect to Fire attack upon the unit changing Facing or Formation. Follow normal Fire attack
procedures but DOUBLE the final MODIFIED BASE PERCENT value. Rallying a morale disordered or routed
unit within a Minimum Range Fire Zone of a skirmisher (open) order formation doesn't give a opportunity Fire
attack. See 9.36 for Skirmisher deployment within minimum fire zone restrictions.

I1I.82l Unit movement away from, but within the Fire Zone angle, or using square formation movement, doesn't
"trigger" opportunity Fire. Involuntary morale rout movement towards the rear area doesn't grant opportunity Fire

attack.

[11.83] Any time a enemy unit attempts to "March around the flank" of a defending non-phasing player's unit or

is a cavalry performing "Charge movement" and the following are met:

a. Movement path is within the frontal face Fire Zone an.gle (11.41)

b. The movement is within the Minimum Range Fire Zone (11.30)

- c. The unit marching past the flank of the defending unit must completely clear the frontal fire zone
--? of the defending unit.

-*:3> d. The defending unit will not be able to give defensive fire support on the Shock Combat Phase

[11.8s] tt.f:t 't144dq

e. The enemy unit is not performing retreat movement for rout or morale disorder.

the defending non-phasing player may elect to Fire attack upon each unit which moves in such fashion. This is
called a Passby Fire attack. Such Fire attacks have the final MODIFIED BASE PERCENT value D0g#D.gxcept , t
for rhe iollowing : Ngfzlit t$fr*'*' t'is:f po".6h4

a. Artillery fire attacks against charging cavalry or cavalry which has declared it's charge and passed
a morale check.

t11.841 Final Shock Combat Fire is part of the Shock Combat Phase when the defending unit(s) are eligible to Fire

attack against the shocking enemy units attempting to elLter their position. All Final Shock Combat MODIFIED
BASE pERCENT FIRE values are DOUBLED. cer- f:.e#rxr}

t11.851 During the Shock Combat Fire sub-phase, friendly units within their Minimum Range Fire Zone of the
frontal enemy shocking unilm4y Fire attack support the defensive Fire attack of the defending unit(s). This is called

", SupportiveDefensive Fire. It can only occur during the Shock Combat Phase. There are several additjonal

eligibilityrequirements for the friendly 
Tlt*Jffi"ttack 

support the defending unit. They are: 
-- . +$r:r,1,!p3

L. The frontmost enemy U[it dilsr bE a eligible Fire target to receive the Fire attagk. Units behind the
frontmost unit cannot be fired upon by defensive Supportive Fire attacks {{"*!',c nt's"

b. Target must be withinthe Minimum Range Fire Zone of the friendly unit giving Fire support before

any movement.
c. Not have moved in the preceding Movement Phase except to "Close the range to target"..ie always

maintained target eligibility
d. Not given the Target unit a Passby Fire attack (11.82) in the current or previous turn.

Infantry Supportive Fire attacks are DOUBLED. Artillery Supportive Fire attacks against infantry or non-Charge

movement cavalry targets is DOUBLED. Artillery Supportive Fire attacks against Charge movement or declared
charge cavalry target units is Normal effect..ie not doubled.

[11.86] UnitswhichreplaceanotherfriendlyunitwithinadeclaredShockCombalzone(seel2.2l) cannotFire
attack upon any enemy unit which declared it's Shock Combat attack. Simply, if a player replaces a unit with
another friendly unit to receive the Shock Combat attack, that replacement unit, if within the Shock Combat Zone,



cannot fire upon the attacking enemy units. Friendly units eligible for Defensive Supportive Fire may assist the

\ / defense as long as they pass the requirements of 11'85.
\--l tl1.871 Whenever a unit Fire attacks more than once per Phase..ie consecutive targets present themselves to Fire

attack by movement or their actions (11.81, 11.83, 11.84, 11.85) the unit may Fire Attack each enemy unit. For
each successive Fire attack after the first Fire attack, a modifier of x2l3 effectiveness is applied. This modifier only
applies if all the Fire attacks occur in the SAME PHASE of the turn. For example, a final BASE MODIFIER value
of 90% for a unit would decline as such:

1st Fire attack Final base= 90%
2nd Fire attack 907o x 213: 60%
3rd Fire attack 90% x2l3 x2l3: 40%
4th Fire attack 90% x2l3 x2/3 x2l3= 27%
etc..etc

I11.S8l All Opportunity Fire, Passby Fire, defensive Supportive Fire, final Shock Combat Fire and multiple Fire
attacks against a target unit are completed before the target unit takes any required morale checks.

tl1.891 Siege artillery in any form cannot perform Opportunity, Passby Fire, final Shock Combat Fire, Supportive
Fire or'multiple Fire attacks. Siege artillery may only Fire attack once in the Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase.


